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Model Number: 1.103-516.0

Karcher 1.103-516.0 Mississippi Power Washer Vacuum Recovery System Pump Out 30 Gpm

Automatic Dump 120v WR-30E

Manufacturer: Karcher Pressure Washing

Karcher 1.103-516.0 Mississippi Power Washer Vacuum Recovery System Pump Out
30 Gpm Automatic Dump 120v

MISSISSIPPI WATER RECOVERY SYSTEM
Stop wash water from flowing down a drain or away from your area by collecting the
wastewater from pressure washing. 
As EPA laws become more prevalent and strive to conserve water quality, contract
cleaners and construction sites will need to recover their wash water and runoff.
Eliminate the problem of run off water with the Mississippi Recovery series that is
capable of recovering and transferring up to 30 GPM of water and transferring to a
holding tank. 
Its small footprint allows the Mississippi to be mounted on a trailer. 
Paired directly with a vacuum recovery air and water surface cleaner and a pressure
washer for a simple and mobile closed loop system.  
9 amp vacuum system works well sucking water up from the curb or dammed water
run off with berm. 
Be fully in control of water flow with the optional water dikes and drain covers to stop
water from flowing down a drain or away from your site.
This webpage sold machine only.

Compare to current or Past OEM associations: 
WR-30E
1.103-516.0
11035160
886622028727

Factory Installed 9 amp 120 volt 3 stage Vacuum motor
3.5 amp submersible transfer dirty water water pump on float switch.
12.5 amp when both vacuum and pump are working at the same time. 

    
        
             
            Factory Provided 8.618-451.0
            Hose Vacuum Hose 50 ft x 2.0in ID Truckmount Double Walled DHV50
DHV02 AH24 18-003 260-238-50 [AH30] AH30H 
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            Factory Provided
            Hydrotek ATP75 Vacuum Scupper Head 12in Wide Stainless Steel 2in
Connection 8.928-850.0                                   
        
    

 
Factory Sales Brochure

Factory Owners Manual
.
  
 
Freight included with order but customer is responsible for all shipping surcharges
including but not limited to all sales tax, limited access (home delivery) fees, lift gate
fee when no forklift on site, calling for an appointment fee, fuel surcharges, etc...

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Friday 25 October, 2019
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